GERALD GAWALDO, KG4FUR

4/4/17

BARA INFORMAL NET SCRIPT
NET PREAMBLE
Good Evening, this is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN, FIRST NAME), the Boca Raton Amateur Radio Association
Monday Night Informational Net will begin in 10 minutes on this repeater. If you need to make
a quick call, please do so now...
BK-2ND OF 2 SIGNIFICANT MONDAY NIGHT NETS on 146.290 MHz
Good Evening, this is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN, FIRST NAME) calling the Boca Raton Amateur Radio
Association Informational Net. I will be your Net Control Station this evening. This is an informal
net organized to foster communication between members and non-members alike to discuss
topics of interest to include radio equipment & operation, club activities and/or other topics of
special interest. All Amateurs, regardless of Club affiliation, are invited and encouraged to check
in. Out-of-Area Amateurs may check-in via Echolink. Our Node is 826953. (PAUSE)
This net convenes Monday evenings at 1930 hours (7:30 PM local time) on the 145.290 MHz
BRARA [N4BRF] repeater. This repeater has a minus 600 kHz offset and a 110.9 Hz PL tone.
Although this net has a NCS to control the order in which participants transmit their comments,
we dispense with a lot of the net formalities and protocols not necessary in a round-robin style
net. (PAUSE)
In the event we lose this repeater frequency, our backup repeater is at 442.875 MHz with a plus
5.0 MHz offset and a 110.9 Hz PL tone. In the unlikely event we lose both, we will attempt to
conduct the net on the 146.82 MHz Gold Coast repeater with a minus 600 kHz offset and a 110.9
Hz PL tone.
All amateur radio operators are welcome to use either open repeater when not occupied by a
scheduled net. (PAUSE)
At this time we are calling any stations who are mobile, short of time or using Echolink. When
initially checking into this net, please send ONLY your Call Sign. I will then call each station individually
for your name and location. Please check in now. (PAUSE)

Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.
Net Control recognizes [Call Sign]. Please come back with your name and location. (PAUSE)
Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.
Are there any regular or other local Amateur stations. Please check in now. (PAUSE)
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Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.
Net Control recognizes [Call Sign]. Please come back with your name and location. (PAUSE)
1. Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.
2. Instruction: Review Check-In Log (so far)
NET BODY [Info/Messages, Projects/Questions, comments]
As is the common practice of this net, we go around three times before closing the net. The first
pass is for any information and message traffic. The second pass is for projects you are working
on and/or comments/questions. The third pass is for final comments, announcements, and 73s.
(PAUSE)
1. Call each Call sign, and ask if they have any information for the net
2. Call each Call sign, and ask what projects they have been working on
3. Call each Call sign, and ask for final comments, announcements and 73s
EPILOGUE - CLOSING THE NET
This is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN) Net Control for this evening’s net. Before we close tonight, is there
anyone who has not already checked-in who would like to check-in at this time? This is the last
call for net check-ins. (PAUSE)
Instruction: Pause for late check-ins and recognize them.
This is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN) I would like to thank all participating stations for your time,
cooperation and information shared.
 Don’t forget the South County NBEMS Net that follows this net at 20:00 (8 PM local time).
Be sure to turn on you FLDIGI and FLMSG before the net begins.
 Preceding this net is the Newly Licensed HAM Net, Mondays at 19:00 (7 PM local time).
 The club meets Wednesday and Saturday Mornings at the Club Shack at the Delray Regional
Park located at the west end of Atlantic Ave. (10875 W Atlantic Ave)
 The DMR-FL-LO Tech Net meets at 20:00 (8 PM local time), Sundays on TS-2|TG-2 on your
local DMR-FL repeater of TG-31124 on participating Brandmeister Network repeaters.
 Finally, Club Meetings are typically 19:00 (7 PM local time), the first Tuesday of the Month
in the West Boca Library. (PAUSE)
This is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN) closing the Boca Raton Amateur Radio Association Monday Night
Informational Net at 19__ hours and returning this frequency and associated repeater to normal
operations. 73 to all. (CALLSIGN) Clear
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